The Board of Energy Regulatory Office,

Based on:

- Provisions of Articles 15 and 26 of Law on Energy Regulator;
- Provisions of Article 16 of Rule on Licensing of Energy Activities in Kosovo;
- Provisions of Article 7 of Transmission System Operator License;
- Request of KQKOOCGC on amendment of Grid Code- Planning Code, dated on 03 August 2018,

in its session held on 15.10.2018 issued the following:

**DECISION**

I. On APPROVAL of amendment of the document “Grid Code- Planning Code” of KOSTT JSC, as in Annex of this Decision.

**Reasoning**

- Energy Regulatory Office (ERO), on 04.10.2017, received the request of KQKOOCGC on amendment of the document “ Grid Code- Planning Code” harmonized with the applicable legislation. In this context, some points were added and the adjustment of terms in accordance with applicable legislation was carried out, as well as spelling corrections and adjustment of the text.

- ERO provided comments during the amendment period as an active participant in KQKOOCGC, as well as during the period following the submission of the document for approval by ERO, which were included in the document.

- Following the inclusion of all comments and finalization of the document, KQKOOCGC, on 03.08.2018, submitted the document “Grid Code- Planning Code” to ERO, with the request on approval of its amendment.

- Following the evaluation of the request submitted by KQKOOCGC on amendment, ERO
approved the amendment of the document “Grid Code-Planning Code”.

- All other provisions of the document “Grid Code-Planning Code” shall remain in force.
- The document “Grid Code-Planning Code” ver. 2.4 repeals the document “Grid Code-Planning Code” ver. 2.3

II. The Decision is issued and published in official languages of the Republic of Kosovo.

III. This Decision shall enter into force on the date of approval by the Board and shall be published on ERO’s official website.

Legal advice: The party dissatisfied with this Decision may initiate an administrative dispute at the Competent Court, within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of this Decision or the date of its publication on ERO’s website, whichever occurs last.


The Decision is sent to:
- The licensee KOSTT JSC.
- Archive of Energy Regulatory Office
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